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The musical meeting between the musicians Antonio Figura,
Massimiliano Rolff and Lucrezio de Seta seals an inspired and
original musical creation. The common improvisational vision and
the symbiotic dialogue free the three Italian musicians from the
heavy burdens of tradition, projecting their music into a new and
still unexplored dimension. The common compositional vision of
the three, in search of the expression of their musical soul, returns
hypnotic musical frescoes, often slowed down, in which the space
designs the depth of the care of the sound, restoring to listening
the true weight of every single intervention, in a common and
close-knit balance of spontaneous shared creativity.
Figura, Rolff and de Seta are available for concerts and recitals, and
their new, first and highly anticipated group album is soon to be
published.
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Virtuouso, eclectic, lyrical and versatile, his music combines classical music,

European jazz and African-American tradition with great sensitivity. The

flexible and modern sound and rigorous scores allow him to create

suggestive and changing atmospheres. Figura chisels a veiled twilight

playing, at times hypnotic, tense and deeply narrative, beaded with some

brilliant harmonic asperities.

ANTONIO FIGURA



An authentic bassist, always with an
eye for detail, in his musical journey
he has consistently shown us that he
knows how to build ever new musical
worlds, branding each recording
with an adventurous spirit and great
respect for the group's musical
vision. His sound is full of melody
and experience, alternating climates
closer to jazz tradition with the more
adventurous ones of European
modernity. Rolff is a visionary
improviser where technique,
elegance and research come
together in a pleasant surprise.

MASSIMILIANO ROLFF



LUCREZIO de SETA
An inimitable drummer in the
national  scene, de Seta
demonstrates, at every opportunity,
that he is an extraordinary drummer
and composer with great instinct
and no ego. His drumming is an
enviable balance of tradition and
modernity always at the service of
the music. An attentive musician and
always focused on quality, de Seta is
equipped with an amazing technique
that never takes over his lyricism
and his constant search to broaden
his musical vision.
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https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL44Z6dhvyfPwRzXpd9H02ZvudWZuSafJt
https://on.soundcloud.com/DJoob
https://www.slowfootmusic.com/en_gb/tr%c7%9ds/


antonio figura . piano
massimiliano rolff . double bass

lucrezio de seta . drums
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Indipendent Booking

SLOW FOOT MUSIC
Via dei Landi 7/27

GENOA - ITALY
ph. +39 338 5252398

email info@slowfootmusic.com
web www.slowfootmusic.com

Available for concerts
and recitals


